Analysis of curative effect of treating radial nerve paralysis with integrated Chinese and Western medicine
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Abstract: objective to explore and analyze the therapeutic effect of Yiqi Tongluo decoction on patients with radial nerve paralysis. method Select my house2014 year 1 month ~2015 year 6 patients treated with clinical diagnostic criteria for radial palsy 217 example is the object of study, to randomly divide it into a test group 109 Example and control group 108 example. control group take hand function training program, test groups on this basis combined Yiqi tongluo decoction scheme. compares efficacy and health of two groups Live quality score. Results The total effective rate of the test group is 97.25% higher than the control groups 75.93%, quality of life score higher than control group, differences have statistics Learn about ( corpse <0.05). Conclusion Effect of Yiqi Tongluo decoction in treating patients with radial nerve paralysis, quality of life improvement, is worth applying.
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In recent years, a rise in the incidence of radial nerve palsy. based on count, Young adults are multiple populations with radial nerve paralysis [1]. radial nerve paralysis is clinically prone to multiple brachial plexus injury disorders, also known as Vertical carpal disease. radial nerve paralysis patients with wrist joint pain, stiff hard, swollen, tendon adhesion, make the patient's autonomic activity appear obstacle, quality of life down [2] current, Multi-use hands in clinical treatment " Functional training To recover the hand function of patients with radial nerve paralysis, but not working alone. reported, Union Yiqi Tongluo decoction to radial paralysis of hand function Recovery plays an important role in the treatment [3-4]. base on this, This study opponents function training combined with Yiqi Tongluo decoction for the radial god The curative effect of paralytic patients is as follows.

1. Data and methods

1.1 like data

Select our home 2014 Year 1 Month ~ 2015 Year 6 compliant for month admission Clinical diagnostic criteria for radial nerve palsy 217 Example for research on like, divide It randomly into a test group 109 Example and control group 108 Example . Group male A (no ) (), (a) (+), women Example; Duration 1 ~ 6 Month, Average disease process (3.2±1.4) ( month ); age ~ year old, average age (35.9±3.3) -old; with, patients with radial damage caused by radial injury via paralytic S example, radial nerve paralysis caused by dislocated shoulder joint Example, Sleep " radial nerve paralysis caused by improper sleep ", example, Other factor example. control group Men Example, women i Example; Duration 1 ~ 7 Month, Average disease process (3.3 ± 1.5) ( month ); age ~, year old, average age (36.2±3.4) old; where, radial nerve caused by radius injury Bi, example, Radial nerve paralysis caused by dislocation of shoulder joint example, sleep Posture improperly induced radial nerve paralysis example, Other factor example. Two groups of
patients General data comparison , There is no statistically significant difference ( User > 0.05 ).

1.2 Method

control group to take hand function training program , give sensory training Practice , Pinch training , Training for muscle strength and tension training .05 h/d ,Continuous training 4 week . the test group on this basis combined Yiqi tongluo decoction party

Case , Yiqi tongluo decoction drug composition : Huangqi G , Mulberry , Stretch the grass , g. Angelica , Chuanxiong G , codonopsis G , Guizhi , 37 8 g. water frying suit ,1 Agent/ D,2 times / D , take continuously 4 Week .

1.3 observation Metric

compares the efficacy and quality of life scores for both groups .

1.4 Therapeutic Criteria

( 1 ) plague more : patients hand function restore , Good prognosis , live Live Quality Improvement ; ( 2 ) improve : patients hand function better , Prognosis better ,quality of life improvement ; ( 3 ) Invalid : patient hand function No better , bad prognosis , lower quality of life . High quality of life, Patient has good quality of life . total efficiency = cure rate + Improve rate 1.5 Statistics method
takes the SPSS 9.0 Statistics software handling data , with user <0.05 There is a statistical significance for the difference .

2. Results

2.1 effect

The total effective rate for the test Group is 97.25% is higher than in the control group 75.93% , difference is statistically significant ( User < 0.05 ).

2.2 quality of life rating

The quality of life score for the test group was higher than that of the controls , differences have statistics Learn about CP< 0.05).
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3. Discussion

tuberculous pleurisy caused by Mycobacterium tuberculosis or its metabolite infection -To, with endothelial cell shedding , white cell infiltration , pleural congestion edema etc Pathology [ 1 ] , Clinical treatment More to promote pleural effusion , Clear Chest liquid , control inflammation primarily , Western medicine uses Western medicine anti-TB treatment more + chest puncture Suction method [ 4 ], has a certain effect , but not for the patient's lungs feature restore , Easy cause pleural effusion to recur , show pleura sticky even , complications such as hypertrophy . Chinese Medicine converts tuberculous pleurisy to "" phlegm drink category [ 5 ] , Our Hospital summary years of clinical experience , Self-proposed by Imperata root , dan

parameter , poria Cocos , Loofah , Yuen , melon Skin , Orange Shell , Wax Gourd , scape descurainiae child , oyster , A of the front child and other drugs , has huoxue tongluo, Break-gas Through stasis , Herbal decoction for hydration-drinking efficacy , combined with Western medical treatment , Promote the absorption of pleural
effusion, improving clinical symptoms, improve effect.

This study confirms that, Our Hospital self-prepared Chinese herbal decoction auxiliary anti-knot Nuclear treatment, thoracic puncture for tuberculous pleurisy patients, to effectively promote the absorption of pleural effusion, shortening session, improve effectiveness, is worth wide advance.
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